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of other

things
BY

BOB CONAWAY
College of Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Friday, November 6, 1942

FROM RECENT REPORTS it
mUSt seem that evidently the news
from Stalingrad, from Lybia, from
cousin Hirohito is not too encour
aging these days to Herr Goebbels.
for now this Axis publicist finds
food for propaganda in this nation's
election reports!
It seems that the minor Republican
victories in gubernatorial and Con
cessional contests indicate the ris
ing storm of protest against Ameri
can leaders. It is a condemnation of
President Roosevelt, an indictment of
his war-mongering.
And it is an indication that the
common citizen wants no more of
this war; will not follow the men who
started it. Hitler and John Q. Cit
izen are good fellows. Sure. It is
only the President and Wall Street
who hate the German Reich '. . .

AND WHAT A LAUGH Euro
peans must be getting from this lat
est of the Axis Ministry of (mis) In
formation. Those who are still phy
sically able to read—or hear—and
those who aren't too busy fighting
should enjoy it. Especially when
Ihey are restrained from making
any sort of a choice.
( But then who can expect the un
schooled—or perhaps they should be
called the mis-schooled—to appreciate
the privilege of voting ? How will
they recognize the perogative of a
free people to change its leaders if
there is disagreement ?

Erika Mann Discounts
Chance For Revolt
In Third Reich
Noted Lecturer Advocates
International Policing
By JAN WIMAN
Before a large audience of Pacific students
and people of Stockton, Miss Erika Mann an
swered the question, "Will There Be a Revolution
in Germany ?" Wednesday night. Miss Mann is
the daughter of the distinguished Dr. Thomas

Curtain—

8:30

You have two more chances to
see "The Heart of a City"—to
night and tomorrow night.
The curtain will go up tonight
at 8:30 an dat the same time on
Saturday.
Overture, and intermission mu
sic will be furnished by the Little
Theatre orchestra under the direc
tion of Mr. Horace I. Brown.
Admission to the play is $1.10
for orchestra seats, $.83 for dress
circle, and $.55 for balcony, or by
season tickets which are priced at
$1.65.

Mann, who spoke here last year, and-f
has done much to distinguish herself
in helping to acquaint people with the
inside facts of present-day Germany.
In a charming manner, with just a
feint trace of an* accent she declared,
"Germany is one of the most unrevolutionary people in the world. It has
The OPA invaded the faculty ban
never had a real revolution."
quet last night. Food and entertain

FACULTY HAS
RATION-FEST

'Heart of a City' Has
Real Force-Shows
London In War
Emotion Sometimes Too Strong,
But Portrayal Holds Crowd
By BOB CONAWAY
In the heart of a city there was love, and
laughter, and life and death. And people moving
ever so slowly down the stairs . . .
There was happiness, and comedy, and pathos
which gripped the Saturday night audience, even

First War-Time
Homecoming
Is Over

•forced some to tears. There was soft
music and romance and realistic war.

LAST SHOWS

These were the elements mixed by
master brewer DeMarcus Brown in
his opening Little Theatre produc
tion last week-end. The final per
formances are to be staged tonight
and tomorrow evening with sell-out
audiences assured.
This initial production, "Heart of
A City", was written in a very light
vein by playwright Leslie Storm. Out
standing student actors mix in the
fast, sometimes risque, lines with deli
cate Cockney accents to move one
across the Atlantic Ocean to London,
to a small-time burlesque honky-tonk.

ment was rationed out according to
The Fresno State-Pacific football
She'presented the facts, that Ger official decree. The object of the
rally
on Thursday night was the start
dinner
was
to
introduce
new
mem
many has never revolted against it's
leaders. Not even after the last war bers of the faculty to the veterans of homecoming festivities on Col
when she collapsed did she throw of the teaching staff. The dinner lege of the Pacific campus. The ral
out the imperial leaders aside from was held in the SCA building at 7:00. ly was folloked by the Fresno State
football game, the presentation of
the Kaiser. "Hitler came to power," ORA THEME
OPA Director Eleanor McCann the Homecoming Decoration Cup,
she stated, "through the most power
and the Homecoming Dance.
For the Germans, perchance, this ful party in Germany. If they had introduced the new members of the
RALLY
OPENS
faculty
by
making
out
ration
cards
AIR BLITZ
not
wanted
him
he
would
not
have
night be true. After all, Hitler, has
The
football
rally, which was plan
for
them.
been put in power."
This was the London of the Ger
been in power for a decade.
The dinner was an official OPA ned by the Rally Committee under the man air blitz and sound effects re
She disclosed that the Germans
direction of Frances Crozier, started produce somewhat effectively the sen
The French, though, had the vote have always loved war, for war's meatless meal, and was prepared by
at 7:00 and lasted until 8:00. After sation of falling bombs, of burning
members
of
the
foods
classes.
First came Frederick the
along with their apathy for a cen sake.
Entertainment for the evening con the rally, the regular Thursday eve buildings, of mangled flesh.
These
tury. Belgium, Holland, the other Great, then Bismark, Whilhelm the
sisted
of music censored and sanc ning dance was held. Entertainment same recordings bring Winston
numerous "little people" of Europe II and finally the worst, Hitler. Prior
tioned by Music Czar J. Russel Bod- at the rally consisted of music by Churchill to Stockton—the first West
used the ballot, too, instead of a gun. to Hitler, however, the Germans were
ley.
The "Cannery Widower's La Bob Smith's orchestra, songs by Lou Coast city to enjoy the play.
Lant Hitler see that they know what a Christian nation, cultured, and fam
ise Anton, skits by the Rally Com
J vote means ?
Betty Kinnear, Jack Hughes and
ily-loving; Hitler's first acts were to ment" was rendered by several mem
bers of the male faculty population. mittee Players, and fight songs and newcomer Jay Deck carry the ro
start a program to destroy these
The other skits given were heartily yells.
mantic burden; the audience's symSO TONIGHT there must be traits; he destroyed truth, love and
At the football game on Satur
approved of by the OPA.
(Continued on Page 7)
"Ughter within the realm of the religion and replaced them with pur
day, the Homecoming Decoration cup
"^ter slave-seller.' Smiles might be poseful lies to create a merciless pow MISS MORGENTHAU
was presented for the second year to
,il faces, even though the radio is er-mad nation, she added.
Catherine "Morgenthau, Jr." SeaA young
Tau Kappa Kappa. Epsilon Lambda
tuned to a German broadcast. Hearts lieutenant in our Navy upon question graves collected the fees of the eve Sigma received second prize and A1
Jfld be light, if stomachs weren't ing some German prisoners, said, ning to the tune of "Jingle, Jangle,
pha Kappa Phi the third prize.
so empty.
(Continued on Page 6) Jingle."
FIGHTING GRID TEAM
So the Americans hate the war.
The football game was noteworthy
ey don't want anything to do with
not only because of the showing that
The first round of Intramural Dis
le emocrats who got them into the
the Pacific team made, but because cussion began with the first session
atte
So what do they do? From
of the unsurpassed spirit of the Pa last Monday which was devoted to
the
"•agic of the Australian ballot
cific rooting section. The credit for the question: "How shall the Na
i mes "le manifestation of their colthe fine
showing goes to Boyd tions deal with the problem of a fair
tlve choice.
Thompson, PSA yell leader. Accord and equitable distribution of raw ma
Paul Draper and Lfirry Alder, world famous concert artists, ing to comments heard, the rooting
in a dictatorship there is no
terials?"
are
to
be presented next Thursday at the Stockton High School section was one of the best spirited PARTICIPANTS
3ppea
ope
'- Responsibility is due
esc, man' citizens are nonentities— auditorium, through the auspices of College of Pacific Conservatory on the Pacific Coast.
Students who participated in this
when it comes to paying ex- of Music. This attraction is being brought here at a tremendous
discussion were Barbara Orr, John
Nses- And fighting. . .
Daniels, Robert Moose, Alta McClinexpense to the College.
tock,
Howard Lenz, and Bob Olsen.
-f These artists are featuring a new
tbat . ®URSE, Goebbels realizes
The second session was held yester
concert entertainment, and are the
tntjr |'s <:'ect'°n trend is normal and
day with the following students par
world's supreme tap-dancer and the
a6v ]CQy natural and does not indicate
ticipating: Patty Reiff, Len Hughes,
world's greatest harmonica virtuoso,
!li,
^or Aryania. But how can
Frank Pierson, Barbara McCandless,
Students will have a brief pause
TAP
DANCER
lic jcn
~hungry, news-starved puband Emelyse Long.
in the school work Wednesday in
Paul Draper is more than a tap
ijSCo]°W anything but the colored and
The purpose of the Intramural Dis
dancer,
because
he
has
been
thorough'
observance of Armistice Day.
reports of his expert propcussion tournament is to afford the
Dr. Samuel Lepkovsky, of the de ly schooled in the traditional ballet.
This holiday, twenty-four years
less experienced students an oppor
partment of animal husbandry, at the As an artist using the dance for ex
the
old, will bring back vividly to the
tunity to acquaint himself with for
1^ tottle Peop'e aren'f allowed to University of California, was enter pression, he utilized both the ballet
minds of people the devastations
" "le fa'se news reports from tained at a luncheon by members of technique and tap-dancing in an
ensic procedures. Discussion does
of war. They will remember their
not necessitate the procedure of for
Posed t Count;ries- They aren't sup- the faculty on Tuesday. Dr. Lep unique blend of the two. His work
feelings when peace, something
h'k t ° Wah-h mass butchery then kovsky came to Stockton to lecture is widely known in this country,
mal debate; however, it does offer
that is now almost completely for
an excellent training in reflective
I"hey ar t|1e'r neighbors about it. on the Vitamin B complex. The lec Europe and South America, and he
ent eyen permitted to have
gotten, was declared over two
thinking, the basis of all forensic ac
NiJ
ture was held in the El Dorado School comes from a distinguished family—
decades ago.
tivity, and it also provides a more
^ J0",' Unless it is dictated from auditorium on Tuesday at 8 o clock. his grandfather was Charles. A. Dana,
Hearts will be heavy, as the
formal introduction to the speaking
But ,Ja hlah headquarters.
The food for the luncheon was publisher of the New York Sun, and
entire nation pauses a moment to
i5g t
on ,: always run accord
situation.
prepared by members of the house Ruth Draper is his auont. His mother
0 IIP f
reflect on the prowess of the phen
JUDGES RATE
tyhicijiC|'<^u'e<f plans—for proof hold science classes.
Muriel Draper, was the author of the
omena, WAR. The vacancies in
During each round judges will rate
°Wti
Hitler might point to
fascinating book, "Music At Mid
family groups will be more pro
the speeches as Superior, Excellent,
"0n (0 extra~constitutional ascennight," in which she describes her
nounced; the absences of class
Good, or Fair. He who receives the
H the rVCr' <~>r he might even
home in London, where the great
0ry of two winters in Rusmates more noticeable.
•is,
highest average ratings will be de
personalities were wont to congre
Each hope will be turned to the
clared the winner, and will receive
gate.
Due to the rush of work at the
day when another armistice will
the Directors Trophy for Discussion.
TYPICAL AMERICAN
be signed, and a smooth pattern
%t '"spite °f delimiting decrees, Pacific Student Ass0^atl.°n
The winner will be announced at the
Larry Alder is a typical American,
of living will arise from the chaos
and colored and the lack of help, the budget has
end of the tournament, and the tro
born in Baltimore. As a boy of
wrought by the universal slaughtHe,v
the
litt,e
not
yet
been
completed.
phy will be given at the debate
r' hat *1°"
People know
fourteen,
he
won
an
amateur
har™""ev which the
tsr-tirs of the aggressor.
A CI- •
CL_

GERMAN REVOLUTION

'MURALS BEGIN
SPEECH

Conservatory Features Two
Noted Music Artists

Dr. Lepkovsky Is
Entertained At
Faculty Lunch

PSA Budget Is
Unavailable

Life Pauses—
Armistice
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When The Lights Do Go On Again—Then What?
The fire still flickers against the white marble of the tomb of
the unknown soldier — after twenty-four years.
And in the dark place where the warmth of the fire does
not reach, is the body of the man.
Probably he was not a very big man, or for that matter very
strong, or very intelligent. And it is nothing whether he was
any of these — or whether he was young or old or had a wife
or not.
Because he died, didn't he? And probably he was afraid —
and very tired. Probably he did not want to die.
But they had told him in the bootcamps after mess and dur
ing bayonet practice and the chaplain had told him in the dark
ness back of the lines with the enemy howitzers drumming against
his whole body and the rain dripping into the trenches, that it
was a war to end war.
They had told him that.

By JACKIE

Did you ever hear thP
Lost Soul- The
screaming - through
spacc
seeking, never finding?
turnii
shrieking, turning,
alwavs ,,Whirlin8
is the s
story
of every
pvtr,, ..wVr °ne^ Hi:
His
tory of
Seneration
plus differentiations
of Gr
ecian
shields, mailed
SP'ked hei"
mets, or gas masks.
'LSUCh a s0ul lo« in 1942.
His 'as£ name is generation.

"ameL T!le

But the men are dying again nowadays, aren't they? And
it is a war, isn't it?

%

Haven't we got to be sure now — this time ?
Is there no end to being afraid and tired — to having to die
and not wanting to, particularly?

Can V-Men Win the War?
The question is: Can you grow corn from hayseed.
And the answer is: Hardly.
Look at this then:
Practically the total manpower enrolled as students in the
College of Pacific and enlisted in some sort of a reserve so that they
may continue with their college work until they graduate.
Presumably they are officer material—leaders of the national
military.

Tabbie On The WalkDeath Stalks a Friend
This story has a measure of sadness for me. But 1 tell it—
I was—not long ago—a cat. I do not know whether I had
the mange or not and I do. not know whether I was pretty qr not.
I was kind of dark gray with stripes around my shoulders.
I guess I was probably not so pretty.

But from where they are now to where they have to be in
a few short months is a long journey around Robin Hood's Barn.
Because the majority of those individuals enrolled in the re
serves are m them to stay out of the war. In short: Draft Dodgers.
They are individuals who have been unwilling to give up the
placid regularity and un-worrying leisure of their peacetime colleg
iate lives.

Donald Douglass, J. C. graduate,
recently received a second lieutenant's
commission in the United States Air
Forces. The award of wings, bars,
and orders, took place at William
Field, Arizona. While Don attended
J. C. he took flying lessons, and had
They're the hayseed and they have to be made into corn. Good gotten a commercial pilot's license
black, shoulder-high, bottom-land stuff at that.
before enlisting in January.
Thomas E. Connelly, instructor of
Business Administration classes at
Pacific and J. C. last Spring, is now
a first lieutenant. Lt. Connolly is sta
tioned at the Air Force advanced
flight school, Stockton Field.
Ed James, formerly an art major
at J. C. is now a gunner on a patrol
plane somewhere on the Atlantic
coast. Ed stated that one time while
on: maneuvers, the order was given to
shoot at what was believed to be an
enemy submarine. The crew carried
out the order, only to find out later
that they had shot a whale by mis
take.
Ed said, also, that when he was
taking his flight training, he forgot
what he was doing and landed his
plane with the wheels up, and knocked
out several of his teeth.
Bill Dorsel former Junior College
student, is now a 3rd mate in the
Merchant Marine. Bill graduated
from the California Maritime Acad
emy in June. He is sailing for the
American-Hawaiian Steamship Co.
Burl Miner, once active as a mem-

JACK TOOMAY
Editor
Phone 9-9121

PHYLLIS DODGE of the boxing and wrestling teams,
and yell leader, is now taking ad
Manager
vanced glider-pilot training at the
Phone 2-9218
South Plains Army Flying School,

I used to stand on the sidewalk
near the Library where it is warm
when the sun is shining.

ing school

„

wetp

yJ

i.a..
™
ii*
ir~
yourself.

— —F' you
For
every
you have of him ,
i is of
'

HE IS BORN
He's never exactly had a cha„ce
to find his niche in life. Re's one
of those people born at the
..
.
wrong
time — just around the last World
War. Of parents who were part of
the Great Disillusionment. His earl
iest memories are of the Roaring
Twenties — the Black Bottom, Bff
Beiderbecke, blue-sky speculation, and
bath-tub gin.
HE GOES TO SCHOOL
Oblivious to the effect of these
tilings, his parents sent him ofi to
school to let the Great American
School System rear him. Unforutnately the teaching profession was
not isolated from the fever of World
War I, and the disease left behind it
uneradicable scars.

Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Lubbock, Texas.
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the act of
Gibbs Lawson, former Tiger foot
March , 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage
provided for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October ball player, is now a seaman, station training is completed. Clint is in the
WHAT NOW?
ed at the Navy's Great Lakes train
24, 1924.
Navy Reserve.
FRANCES BOCEK
ROBERT CONAWAY
TACK HANNER

Generation
on.11'^ *

him, you speak of^

The idol of the teaching profession,
Woodrow Wilson, had been betrayed.
In hate and bitterness and hurt, the
KINDNESS REMEMBERED
Sometimes students, girls mostly, wounded pedagogues gave their im
would say kind things to me and I measurably injurious gift of cynicism
could not tell exactly what they were to the already overburdened youth.
saying but it sounded soft and nice
Valley Forge was an echoing
and made me purr.
mockery. A story, not of heroism,
And it was very good when people but of men who deserted, drank, and
held me in their hands and lifted had to be driven to battle. The
me off the ground against them, firm
war of 1865 had thrown ten millions
ly. I purred liking it.
of our people into worse bondage
I stayed on the sidewalk near
than had been their lot on the slave
the library for quite a long time
auctioneer's block in New Orleans.
—I do not exactly know how
And the words "Make the world safe
long. But I remember that once
for democracy" became the most vitu
'it rained and I stayed there
perative of all cyhicisms.
still, waiting for the students.
HE GOES TO CHURCH
TERRIBLE HUNGER
On the Sundays his grandparentBut I became hungry. I remem
bered other times when I had been came to visit, he was pressed and
hungry and it was not a nice thing shined and sent to church. Bui
remembering this.
somehow as he grew older and in
And so i cried out to the students. cense, "Onward Christian Soldiers,
And they paid me heed. But they and the kosher food fit no more i"'0
did not understand. There was some his way of thought than iioopski"
thing between us. And 1 don't think —or patriotism—or ideals.
they understood.
With his newly found wisd^
Finallj^ I left the place—though 1
for who is more wise than an
did not want to.
lescent ?—he saw to the core o eV •
I walked down across the side
problem. Not on., in
walk and across a patch of lawn and
it seem to him the cross on
^
looked back to see the place where
and the double-cross on Mondabk
it was warm in the sunlight. But I
in every walk of life. F°r e^ainilv
couldn't see that far.
in 1932 he remembered his ^
So I went on.
had the same chances as every
I crossed several patches of
American family—to starve
grass and I hesitated in places
searching out food. But there
HE GOES TO COLLEGE ^
was none.
Still wandering, still see 1
And I went on.
Lost Generation went to
bes
even
THE END OF THIS
V'VV-" that was not as 4j -2 0(Jt
a0o
Finally I came to a wide space and You see a war had starte '
there was a sudden noise. There a w a y . F o r a w h i l e h e A f o j s f f a
1
was a moment of whiteness inside me then lulled by the wish* " hoUglii
e
0 flit
and a great deal of pain. And there those men afraid to liv > *
one nation could cut ltse tf,nded
after the whiteness—darkness.
en
I do not think I was very good rest of the world-he P^
aa forgotten.
iorgoiccn.
. ....
. c0mllld"
iil 0
looking but I liked to feel the stud had
Then
a
day
came
when
^
}(
st*1id-'
ents holding me, firmly, against them,
warmly.
longer ignore reality,{e lfl'
j,
inoo-.
ing there with a 9u"U°{ the n
hand, with the bloo^
shraP
Clint is being instructed in radio me
cent on its brow, a PieC
chanics, and will be a radio officer
aboard a merchant vessel when the in its heart.

|IN THE|
| SERVICE j

The way things stand now, members of the reserve are given
no pre-induction training whatsoever. Outside of the slight added
weight of a few preparatory mathematics courses—and sometimes
not even that—there is nothing to remind the reserve student that
he is not still a carefree collegiate ambling innocently through the
years.
When they are finally inducted the panic is on.
Before they have time to take off their peace-time joe-college
socks they find themselves officers in the service.
And at that rate some of them aren't going to be Stonewall
Jacksons. They're going to make some mistakes that'll cost lives,
lose skirmishes, even give away battles.
Some program should be outlined for these freaks that are
peace-time men in a war-time world. Something more than innane
commando classes. Something less than actual military existences.
Otherwise the hayseed will remain hayseed. And there won't
be any corn at all. And we'll all eat humble pie with swastika
flavoring.
You see, somebody's got to pull a Burbank —.

Lost

you speak of
self. When
for
weep for
tor
• thought that
yourself.

And then he died and they lit the flame that flickers on the
marble. The war to end war was over and the symbol of its
finality lay in state where there was no warmth from the fire.

Can they say that?

Judge

A STORY

And he believed — even though he was afraid and very tired
and not wanting any of this.

Do the chaplains tell them in the slit trenches with the divebombers moving the earth into fountains that this is the war to
end war?

take IT

What now of

the $r
his fj
^ bufs

News Editor
tagonism, the amor
Tom Perrari, one-time member of ents? Overnight
EMorial Advisor
Clint Sherwood, former Pacific
Sports Editor Little Theatre and Radiotheae- 7 ii -C footba11 team, and member with red, white, a" ^
nf Pk.-,
1_ _

co^j

Classes In RadioAdd
New Tinge to V-ldeas
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CARSON CITY Pacific Gets The Scrap-Fever
COMMUNIQUE From Example Set By Kids
By BOB REILLY

Even Some Service Men
Are Taking Night Work

Beginning in this issue is a col
umn dealing with the activities of
the members of Stockton Junior
LUCX HARDING
By
College stationed in Carson City,
"Something new has been added" to our college V-conscious Nevada. How frequently this col
measures. This time it s new n.ght technical courses in radio umn will appear and how many
Well, it's not really new, but we've just recently discovered it and names mentioned in it will be fa
miliar to you is a matter of con
have watched general.growing interest in the earphone bedecked jecture.

figures that look like men from Mars and sound like woodpeckers.
Actually, they're people enrolled
one

in

of Herbert Welch's Basic Radio

courses.

Page 3

TAKE IT
EASY.

However, we feel that as long
as this branch of the Jaysee ex
ists it should have space in our
paper.

OPERATORS NEEDED
You know, there is a crying need
(Continued from Page 2)
for radio operators and service men.
mentalism reigned, and morality was
Many of the operators in large stud
unquestioned.
ios have been called into the service,
But the Lost Generation didn't have
and their jobs are there' for the ask
ing; if y°u have some knowledge of those memories, those things to turn

—The Editors.

Shed Your Keys In Main Hall
Receptacle And Save Muscles
When we were running around in grammar school, button
drives, coat hanger drives, and tinfoil drives were excuses for
great celebration, getting home late for dinner, and getting
extra special dirty.
Today scrap drives are multitudinously more important and
we college students, for the most*part, sit back in our campus garden
of eden (without snakes) and let the
little kids of El Dorado Grammar
School bring an average of 172
pounds of scrap etch.
»

OF OTHER
THINGS

DO IT EASY
You may not want to wave a flag;
you may not want to think about it
until that army, navy or marine re
serve catches up with you. So don't.
But as you amble around the ground
that you never used to look at when
you zoomed through it in your stepped-up, stripped-down gas preambulator, don't overwork your muscles
by toting those old keys. Let Junior
Commando class keep your muscle in
condition, and let Uncle Sam have
your keys for safe keeping—your
own.

CARSON CITY,. Nov. 6. — Re
sults of the long-proclaimed Navy
basketball game between the primary
and the secondary were heralded far
and wide last night when if was of
to. All he remembered was debunk- ficially announced that the primary
the theory of radio.
ing, And there he stood, a man in cagers had triumphed 29-9 after
So-o-oo, here's a course designed
hard-fought contest in the Carson
years but
but not
not in life. What was gym.
for the layman who has had no back
there to turn to? He tried to believe
ground in electricty or radio. Of
Johnny Silvestri of the Primaries,
in ideals, he couldn't. He tried
course, the day classes in Basic Radio
who hails from the Bay City, scored
to read himself into a state of pat
include lab work which will put the
16 points to take top honors. Vern
riotism, but you don't teach your
student further along, in that he has
Vassar, who formerly played for
self emotions. He was a ship at
Stockton High, was the only local boy
a chance to see, handle, wire, and be
sea, with no anchor, no moorings, no
represented. Every other member of
come familiar with circuits. Thus,
port.
A jar is on the table in the
the winning team was from San
he can (as many of our former
downstairs hall of the Ad. Build
Francisco,
and
the
-members
of
the
MORALITY
students have) pass the. general rat
ing. This little receptacle is
ing test given by the Army and Navy,
Is this then the final chapter of secondary came from various parts
there to welcome your contribu
of
California
and
Nevada,
all
the
and he then can be.used immediately the Lost Generation? That morality
tions. Let El Dorado students
as a second class radioman (radio is gone, that we must live life while way from Los Angeles to Sparks.
be proud of their 172 pounds of
Next Saturday night the main at
locator) in the Navy or, in the Army we have it. Tomorrow may be too
scrap each; let us be proud, too.
Air Corps, as an air mechanic serv late. Will we be the hard-drinking, traction will be the game scheduled
Make your contribution 172
uncaring youth that will lose what between the winners and a yet untried keys. Cars, desks, luggage, all
icing radios.
is never believed in! Are the bars, Army secondary squad. Stockton
provide a good source for this
AT NIGHT, TOO
the parked cars, the sense-numbing boys on the lineup include Dick Jef
raw material. With traveling,
But, it's the night course that we're
drugs of escape the things we will feries and Dick Herbert. The Army
gas rationing, and a rubber
interested in. Since the course lasts be remembered by?
rooters are also counting heavily
shortage, the supply of keys
only six weeks, there is no lab in
on the services of Vic Martin, form
You older people, you who accuse
should exceed the demand.
er Stanford gridder, and Bill Cavalli,
volved. Rather, it's a general sur
us of immorality. Can you blame the
star from Kin gCity.
vey, "overview", course designed to
METAPHORICAL ADVICE
products of your hands, of your
prepare you for future radio courses
The more of these little scraps we
With
only
two
more
weeks
of
the
minds, of your disillusionment? Did
given by the Army or Navy. At
get in, the sooner we'll be out of the
you not betray us of a heritage we present program remaining, flight
Jny rate, you're one up on the aver
checks are coming up for the pri big one.
seen even now but dimly ? How dare
mary fledgings during the latter part
se person after having taken k—and
you judge us, you who made us
of this week. Fliers will undergo the
you get two units, too!
what we are?
Camouflage is being taught at
critical test during the latter part of
And here come the women
Queens College and Columbia Uni
this week, and the following days.
PERHAPS
again! Seems that they shine
versity in New York.
Perhaps now there is a chance.
There has been a minimum of air
® taking over men's jobs.
Perhaps we may lose our self-con sickness during the August session
(Now don't get us wrong fel
sciousness over being thrilled by stor which some observers attribute to the
las!—we don't say we're any
ies of heroism, by a flag waving in the diet and others to the voluntary lack
MEN'S HALL
better—)
chill air . . . perhaps. There may of food. During the last class many
FACULTY ENROLLS
still be a chance ... a chance for of the boys enjoyed huge breakfasts
Several women have already en- the Lost Generation to find itself . . . of hot cakes and bacon, only to re
ro'led in the course and others are
gret it later in the midst of spins or
There may be.
a prolonged series of snap rolls.
Planning to do so. (Some of our facDuring the early past of last week
% members, too!)
last Monday, Irom Stockton Field. the temperature was reported as 24
I f 'you re wondering what the girls
PYTHIAN CASTLE
He admitted that the equipment was degrees at reville. Three of the
do when they've finished
the poor, due to the fact that the Signal
secondary flights told of snow flur
'raining, just listen to this list. They
Corps has taken over the best equip ries over Garnerville and Minden, 10
ln
used in radio stations, in airment. Yet he believes that it's a bet miles south of the airport. It was
Port
control towers, in airfield com ter way to teach the men practical
noticed that most of the secondary
BOB SMITH AND
plications work, in. police or sher appliance of the theories learned.
students came down after an hour
HIS ORCHESTRA
s
j. °®ces, or they can enroll in the
Prof.'Welch said, "Under actual aloft with red faces and chilled bones.
'Seal Corps training program for
9:00—1:00
Word was received from Ed
coin bat conditions, ingenuity and re
"'omen.
sourcefulness are your stock in Spaulding, former COP football stal
$1.00 Per Couple
SHORT COURSE
wart, now at St. Mary's pre-flight
trade."
Usually,
school.
According
to
the
report
He believes that schools with
a commercial operator s
'raini
takes about a year, but if the the best equipment have ofen turned Spaulding is tops in aircraft identi
student
takes the second night radio out people with only a limited knowl fication and math and is also playing
rse which includes math and ciredge and ability to adapt themselves plenty of football for the Navy.

(Continued from Page 1)

THUS, UNCLE SAM—in telling
the world who will run his country
for the next two years—defies anyone
to beat his system. His govern
ment is by will of the populace, and
yet has control enough to make the
United States all-powerful.
And yes, there are little people
here, too. They read the biased,
colored newspaper stories; they lis
ten to political radio speeches; they
even recognize faults in their own
government.
•
it.

But they can do something about
There's the difference. . . .
— Thirty —

If you want a job —

HUMPHREY'S
(Since 1896)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
California at Weber—Stockton
• We Train You—Place You •

Hearts Galore
IT'S THE SAME

Hit PARADE
DANCE

Sat., Nov. 7th

j.,, Stu<h and the third course which to any prevailing conditions or cir
„r
licensing—then she, or he, cumstances. Pretty sound. (And we
are really in there!
don't mean music).
Well, the course started last
[0rPr,
T°°i' Right now, one of our
er women students is in
Tuesday night, but you can en
Clja
Fge of fifty
roll early next week. The cur
women doing
s«rvi
rent course ends December 17,
.'(Clng at the Sacramento Air
and then a new one starts.

NQ

WORDS

Abo,
"St the
course, Mr. Welch says
the
-"-V-UWU
'y sit*!!.. lnstruc
tion A3
is LUlIipaiauvv
comparative-

'be h; P

fumigated to get rid of
The general idea is
"ie jjj -ou in condensed form with
'•M
P a specially prepared text
's t(e r £uide, which, by the way,
's'etice
°ne °f its kind in exs
Sly • ' being used quite exten'raini„_n
Army and Navy war

° RRs

ENROLLED
"cidi
aIUa"y' y°u might be inter-

"s'ed

come around.

KUECHLER'S

The game of basketball was in
vented in 1891 by James Naismith,
an instructor at the YMCA college
at Springfield, Mass.

US TOS,

Personalized Service
Charles N. Pace, president of the
Hamline University, St. Paul, tossed
Civil war saber, a keepsake given
him by his father, onto the univer
sity's scrap-pile.

Distinctive Furniture

6

<toW°rdS"

S(>LDr

Soo-oo, if you want to keep the
flag—and sound—waiving in the U. b.,

HEARTS — CHARMS
Just Received
New Designs

RLEWETT'S

Floor Coverings

]Ve Make Our Own

ICE

Draperies

CREAM

D A I L Y

2017 Pacific Ave — Phone 2-2830

DAHL C. BURNHAM
Res. Phnne 2-0072

Telephone 9-9038
Stnrttnn. Calif.
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The Tiger Rag
I've Got MudBog Madness
Dear Editor:

COP Sends Two To Registrar Convention

Letters to
the Editor

I can't get the American people out of
| sorts.
It also makes one wonder where all
the noise had been up to that time.
A rooting section which is apathetic
can be shrugged off. But a rooting
section which shows its stuff once and
then fails the next time is a terrible
outfit.
Please—don't go and fail at the
Aggie game tomorrow.

-

Mt

ATTEND CONFERENCE

> Miss Deet

Burns

m"GoT»^«h,

e

,Rebt" E• B»™ « a
>ng, registrar and assist
of_the College 0f Pacific^

And then came the rain—leaving
the seventeenth annual
behind the gullies of mud which we
•he Pacific Co,,, Alsoci~™
must pretend are sidewalks. We are
legiate Regi„„rs „ .
detoured into the street until the
day and Monday.
,
sun can once again make our paths of
travel fit for foot traffic.
SUNDAY
Something should be done about
Boyd Thompson.
Registration begins SUnday
the situation. It is not only in win
ter that these paths are muddy, but
7 at e Sainte Claire Hotel,
there will be a recep«ion for ^
also in the springtime when it is
necessary for the sprinklers to be
00 registrars from schools rt
turned on.
the Pacific Coast, including
These sandy paths are the shoes Dear Editor:
of Arizona, Nevada, Idaho and
worst enemy—grinding footwear to
We were wondering if the Block
pieces as we stroll to class. Should P Society had died from old age or
tana.
These representatives
we not try to save our slides?
full-year
colleges junior coll*,
had been drafted along with its exask: Can anything be done to elimi members.
universities will hear a Wt,
nate this situation?
This organization used to be re
speech by Dean Paul Pitman of
B. H.
sponsible for a few constructive ac
Jose State Monday morning at
tions on the campus. They might
in the Civic Auditorium when
be used in any number of capacities
Registrar
Robert
E.
Burns
and
Assistant
Registrar
Miss
Ellen
business proper will commence.
now with the war going on. They
might even be used to take over Deering—both will attend PCACR Convention at San Jose.
The convention theme will be'
voluntary physical training classes.
Impact of the War on Colleges
Dear Sinful Seven:
Does any athlete dare to dig up the
Universities and their contributio
My! My! You wicked little fel remains of the Block P Society and
the War Effort."
lows. IH bet ^ou stay up after nine bring it back to life?
on Hallowe'en, soap windows, ring
THEME
Mort. U. Wary
door bells, and raise cain in general.
Several papers received by us tell
The theme to be developed in
(Continued from Page 1)
When you grow old enough to stay
of the many quiet college campus^this
following symposia: "New Acade
up till ten on Hallowe'en, and wise
October 31, as the students denied Minuet. With his new-won fame, Calendars and Accelerated Progn
enough to do things which are con
themselves the usual Hallowe'en spirit he began trouping the country. The with Resulting Problem"—W.
structive instead of destructive, you
which is usually quite severely felt impresario C. C. Cochran heard him Pomeroy of the University of C
will perhaps realize that traditions are
on
most campus'. • Many groups went and engaged him for the London-Re fornia.
Dear Editor:
voluntarily preserved, not enforced.
out and collected scrap for the pres vue, where he became an over-night
"Enrollment and Income"-Fl
A word to the wise is sufficient
If you had what it takes you would
ent drive, and many boys 'stealing success. He was engaged as soloist C. Wilcox of University at Redlar
so freshmen and sophomores .take
with
the
London
Philharmonic
Or
have caught on long ago.
the kid's stuff', and altering it slight
heed.
"Student Enlistment and Draft 1
J. B.
ly, glibly marched from house to chestra and played command per ferment". War Service Credit
Tradition in some phases is a great
formances
for
the
Royal
family.
One
house spouting "Tricks or Salvage."
thing.
work not Completed, Extension
can therefore, easily understand why
Athletic Eligibility, and Faculty P;
The men of the junior class think
The U. C. Daily Californian has Fritz Kreisler had given Alder per ticipation in Wartime Administratii
that the tradition of wearing cords
also
added a war service to its sphere mission to play his famed "Caprice- —E. B. Lemon of Oregon State 0
is something to uphold.
by helping, students in the service Viennois" and that Ravel marveled lege assisted by F. T. Barnard,
In the recent past there have been
Dear Editor:
throughout the country to keep in at his rendering of the "Bolero."
M. Showman and Paul H. Mohr,
lower-classmen wearing cords.
A rooting section like Saturday's is
touch with their campus.
OUTSIDE COMMENT
The junior class means to put a
CURRICULA
one to be proud of. They were
The following are several com
stop all such encroachments of the
"Curricula": Traditional Coursi
courteous and spirited—made plenty
The "Royal Family of Music"— ments on the ability of the artists:
tradition
that
only
juniors
and
seniors
Abandoned or Modified, New Coun
of noise being both.
consisting of the two-parents and
shall wear cords.
This sort of entertainment is an es Geared to the War Effort, Schoo
The constant noise they made
nine children, who fom their own or ornament of the finest in Music."
Take heed.
or Courses Under Government t
proves that^ little thing like a war
chestra, entertained the L. A. City
Junior Men.
Chicago Herald-American Special Fund Subsidies, Co-ordins
College last week.
"Two aristocrats of the Entertain tion of Departments in Solving Tech
nical Problems—J. Jearce Mitchel
ment world."
U. S. students were warned this
of
Stanford University.
Chicago Daily Tribune.
i
week that to prevent possible em
"Relations with Government Age®
Larry
Adler
makes
the
mouth
or
Last Tuesday evening the College
barrassing situations for co-eds, heed
like main melody of the Etude, and
cies: Recruiting Officers, Local Drathe following official interpretation of gan a classical musical instrument
of Pacific Conservatory presented
Boards, F. B. I., Armed Force»
the well-known Fantasie, the most the diagonal stripe code now making
Life Magazine
the third and last of the faculty re
popular of Chopin's concert numbers. its appearance on the doors of local
It is hard to write about Paul structors in Charge of ivilitt ow
citals.
es—Karl M. owdery of Start"
Mr. Welton then presented his younger set cars: One stripe means Draper without firing a barrage of
Miss Burton, first on the program,
University.
superlatives.
No
dancer
has
ever
suc
that
the
driver
is
a
"wolf";
two
group of selections, which consisted
presented :
stripes means he is going steady, ceeded so amazingly in combination SPORTS
of: Vaghissima Sembianza; O Boc"Physical Education Wartime «
Two Preludes: Andantino, Allegro
three stripes is the proud emblem of classical forms with modern tech
ca Dolorosa; La Girometta; Non e
Etude Opus 25, No. 7.
ness Programs"—H. L. Willed'
a husband, one star is added for nique."
ver!
Fantasie Impromptu.
each child.
New York Daily Mirror versity of Southern alifornia.
"Relocation of Superior A®6''
The Blach preludes stood out in
La Girometta was well sung and
Larry Adler is an extraordinary
marked contrast to each other, and caricatured.
While we are still on the subject virtuoso ... ln the Vivadli Concerto, Japanese Students in Inlan
the Chopin were very good; the cellotions"—John A. Anderson of
Piece Heroique by Cesar Frank, a of Cal., we must mention that their his phrasing and coloring were those
rooting section is still judged "Best 0 a orn ar*'st—the performance dena Junior College.
^
composition very popular among or
'The New Association in A*5 ,
1
had form and imagination."
(A
S
a
s
' °~
P«cial
ganists, was then played on the elec "Ra^R
and utner
Other Innovations
Rah-Rah for our own college root
Philadelphia Eve. Bulletin gree ana
trie organ by Mr. Bacon.
ing section at last Saturday's game') CLASSICS
University of California-- '
For his second group, Mr. Welton
,f University of L»u
Seem- "'CSe Edwards ^
presented four English numbers: Ah,
^
^
Special mention this week to U. C remarkable artists have astonished Los Angeles.
Love, But a Day; Among the Liv
iscript
"Evaluation of Tran:
L A student councils and students
thdr accomPl'shment in
ing; The Great Sea; Fall In.
?h
UNION OIL
Myrtle M. McKittrick of
who have delegated its several vital
16
6
t 1C c'ass'cs—'he music of
The last two were clever, "The
and timely projects to student com- R l nr° '
State
College.
Bach,
Mozart,
Handel,
Beethoven,
Great Sea, having a different and

About Remnants
Of Block P Society

Nuts to Those
Sinful Seven

Collegiana

ODD ARTISTS
IN SHOW

Or Thou Shalt be
Seen In a Barrel'

Please Don't Go
And Fail Now

FACULTY GIVES MUSIC RECITAL

ST "

BILL LUNT
PRODUCTS

On Pacific Avenue

surprising ending. "Fall In," a new
composition just hot off the press,
was very modern with a military spir
it.
Four numbers, all by the same composer, Louis Vierne, were then pre-

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
LET US HELP PLAN YOUR SPECIAL

THANKSGIVING DINNER
StaSiS

W particular JUaio.

Moll ru.,

D.coraw

Blood S' r>V1Z' • the Share-the-Ride Brahms, and Debussy. At the same STANFO"^
Blood Donation, Victory Contest
The entire convention
e>
ey have at their command an
(bond and stamp sales), and 'Mag
enormous repertoire in the field of to the Stanford campus
azines for the Service Men' drives.
mainder of the sessions
modern popular music.

sented on the program by Mr Ba

Mountaineering courses were a se
at th PTTt
^ summer curriculum
the University of Colorado.

.
^
^

SCA LIBRARY IS
DOING BUSINESS

Rachmaninoff's
"Prelude
in G
r nr
nrp,
uiuae m
MaThe Juggler" by Toch
Un'Versity
is
'
unH
celebrating
°cn, and with
the brilliant
The S. C.• A
A.- Librae
Library' s
uruiiant Viennese Dance"
seven/* ,C°?Prehetlsive Program the
C
IW
°
*&
sion f
anniversary of admis- full swing! Col
Burton, closed the program.
" °f women on an equality with vited.if not urged, to
for
n to its classrooms.
time,'to make « **£
ing, or to take out
which
The Book Club,
mcets
of the library,
j revie'
afternoon, to discuss
cent books. On "eX_ett,ey
COAL
LIME
vember 10, Dorot y
WOOD
Alan Hunters^ studei

»

YOLLAMD ICE & FUEL CO

FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL

BRICK
PLASTER
SAND

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.

puscles in Europe^etinf
welcome to atend n'
Edwina McBride >
group

•
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ftpsilon
Holds Barn
Dance
Sorority

Tau Kappas Present Their
Annual Scavenger Hunt

EDITOR
Scott Beatie

Plans Annual

"Sherlock Holmes" Theme With
Spyglasses, Etc., Will Be Used

GIVE PROMISES

Farmer Session

The Tau Kappa House will again let down its hair and stand
ready to provide the proper kind of atmosphere for the traditional

Deep in the heart of swing time
tomorrow night from nine to one
11 find
that swin&. he'P,
0 'clock you'
breed of cowboys and cowgirls giving themselves a free rein and letting
to a little cowboy boogie at
loose
Jpsilon's annual barn dance.
FARMER
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AROMA

The creak of saddle leather, and
,|ie whispering of corn stalks will
m;x with the strains of the orchestra,
,vhile mounds of golden hay, kept
tightly baled for the sake of those
who get hay fever, will add zest to
the lantern-lit atmosphere.
The, as yet, incompleted list of
Epsilons and dates planning to at
tend reads as follows: Phyllis Dodge
and Bob Nikkely; Shirley Troyer and
Tom Butler; lone Angwin and Bob
jjams; Doris Murphy and Dick
Barger; Virginia Rathbun and Don
Stewart; Pat Boynton and Ray Kosich; Pidge Reefer apd Bob Dewey;
Lucille Durham and Charles Dur
ham; Jean Downey and Bob Nor
man; Sonja Hayward and Gavin Muerl Walter and Alice Boyer—announce their engagement
Mandery; Carol Cole and Don Ma- and marriage respectivly.
thaby; Marcella Dobrasin and Robert
Stefan; Beverly Gardner and War
ner Holden; Mary Dean Lindsley and
Ed Manuel; Verle Goble and Joe
Kegler; Jean Beaton and Bob McMurtry; Virginia Newman and Jim
Lyons; Peggy Hurt and Neil Rog
ers; Betty Ann Hickman and Art
Smith; Betty Kinnear and Jack
Marriage!
Fisher;. Iris Jane Jacobs and Jack
Last Thursday night Cupid brought
Cook; Marjory Mehl and Phil John more excitement than ever over at
son; Helen Spanos and Jack Potter; Alpha Thete for he brought news
Kathryn Ladas and John Mathews; in the way of a marriage which was
Caryl Rothenbush and Bob Hanson ; announced in the traditional manner,
Lucy Harding and Ken Grue; Mar of passing a box of chocolates with
garet Ann Ernst and Wallace Brewer; a white card enclosed, reading —
At five-thirty this evening the hay
Jean Miller and Berkeley Werner; "Married one week, Alice and Trap."
seeds from the co-op are heading for
Jeanne Hall and Bob Christensen.
QUIET CEREMONY
Dad's point for a combined hay-ride
COMMITTEES GIVEN
Alice Boyer now goes by the name and weiner roast. Behind the skillful
lone Angwin, general
chairman, of Mrs. Wilfred Traphagen. The driving of farmer Phillips the heavy
headsthe following committees: Barn couple flew to Reno, Thursday, Octo dray will roll out to the picnic
tenting Peggy Hurt, chairmari; ber 22; and were quietly united in a grounds where the co-opers will be
Verle Goble, Jane Gordon. Bids, simple and charming ceremony. Mr. enjoying an all-around good time.
Doris Murphy chairman; Sonja and Mrs. Boyer and Mr. and Mrs. INTER-HOUSE PARTY
jkyward, Alice Brownlee. Food, Traphagen accompanied the happy
This is an inter-house party, with
J®n Beaton, chairman,
Louvan couple.
both men and women working hard
The bride and groom are residing to assure its success. No outsiders,
ohler, Barbara Ferguson, Nancy
"Sue iDecorations: Beverly Gard- at the Marie Hopkins in San Fran with the exception of the chaperones,
and Betty Orvis, co-chairmen; cisco until 'Trap' receives his orders. will be allowed in on the proceedings.
ary Dean Lindsley, Carol Cole,
Alice is a senior home economics Jennie Jones has worked hard to
j ne Barks, Ellen Kuhn, Iris major this year and is very promi- make this outstanding, and has been
' ,4ne Jacobs, Jeanne Davis, Rose ment on the campus. She is president ably assisted by Jake Reed, Marion
' n Chatton, Evelyn Miller, Virginia of her sorority and is doing an out Danne, Dorothy Boggs, and Ruth
^a'hbun, Shirley Troyer; Clean-up: standing job as psosessor of the Chase. Entertainment will be pro
% Ann Hickman, chairman; Jean gavel. She has taken an active in vided by hill-billy trio and via camp1 er> Lucy Harding, Patty Schuler, terest in A. W. S. since she first
fire singing.
Uro1 Rothenbush, Jean Hall, Mar- came to college, and this year she is LATE AFFAIR
Proceedings will continue until the
®ret Ernst, Jane Skinner, Elvera first vice-president of the organiza
last co-oper has climbed up the
®rgi, Kay Ladas, Helen Spanos, tion.
ln<i Doris Rehnert.
ladder to the old hay loft in the weeNAVY ENSIGN
* "Trap' as he is known by every small hours o' the morn.
Last night's bull session orientation
one lives in Palo Alto; but he was
formerly a Stockton fellow. He grad meeting found the group thrashing
uated from Pacific last year, and was out hpuse affairs and deciding general
vice-president of his fraternity, Rhiz- policy.
The social committee has already
omia, in his senior year.
w«h the
begun to work on the first house
purpose of introducing
dance of the year. The theme of the
Engagement
°r college students to department
dance
will be "Autumn" and is to
"Did you hear that there
iuh;rnien °®- tllelr respective major
s> the
the annual faculty dinner other engaged girl at Alpha Thete! be an open affair. Committees already
formed are now working out the finer
held last
t
Monday night in An- Yes Muerl Walters announced
°n Hall.
engagement last Thursday night to details of the arrangement. Ruth
Jim Norton. Surprised? I'll say^ Dudley and Norm Clayton head the
AhT YEAR' FIRST
Yes Muerl 'dood it' when she sub-committees formed by Miss
dents Cn!er'nS College of Pacific stu- passed the box of chocolates which Jones.
w'slled and department
thainnW
held the little white card with the HOUSE GUESTS
This week's house guest turned
fundi ^ ln<^ t^lelr wives attended the names, Muerl and Jim.
out to be very pleasing. Miss Bur
The
SENIOR STUDENT
ton and Mr. Oliver from the music
iiajor ?hks Were decorated as to
senior this year and
Muerl is
department proved to be well-liked
e
artlnents
sucl1
as
^5thme~. Science,
At the present
ajors in music.
by all. Seemingly they enjoyed our
atics, etc.
time, she -practice teaches at the company, and we were very glad to
Woodrow Wilson Grammar School
PFESFD^TERLNG STUDENTS
become better acquainted with them.
taijj ent Rnoles gave the featur- L„, year sl,«
££
^°"ege' SfPeak'ng along the line of Thete as one of the maias u
was elected to the office of Secretary1
Facific, what changes for the Mardi Gras. Th.s year she Treasurer of the C. S. T. A.
taken
slnce he
he had
had been does an efficient job as secretary o LOCAL BOY
%meetpj P'ace since
awden. bad,; and she _» also
with this college and what
"it t...
Jim is a local Stockton boy and he
The f ^ P'ans I°r the college are. house manager .(her
attended Stockton Junior College
She is now president of ^ .
last'r^ dinner of this type was
Teachers Associa- where he obtained, his J. C. Certificate.
Jifia,

Alpha Thete Has a Pair
Of Cupid Announcements

Co-opers Go On
Big Hay Ride
Tonight

PRODUCTIONS IS
IDEA OF DINNER

S

hamburger dance and scavenger-"
hunt, honoring its new crop of
pledges, which will be held tomor
row night from nine to one.
An hour of scavenging will be
concluded t with the awarding of a
prize to the couple best able to
scour the county, turn the campus
The Zetagathean Club, a group
up-side down, and generally succeding in showing up at TKK with all comprosed of unaffiliated women
they were sent out for—plus a lot students, started its fall activities
they probably weren't sent after!
with the election of officers at a buf

ZETAGATHEANS HAVE
DINNER FOR FIRST
FALL FUNCTION

SHERLOCK THEME

Following the HUNT dancing will
take place in the downstairs part
of the house which will be decorated,
to carry out the theme of "Sherlock
Holmes", with huge maps, spy glasses,
and detective caps. One of the main
features of the evening's fun will
be the hamburgers a la king which
will be served in Dr. Watson't den.
Kay Sccara is the general chair
man for the dance, and her commit
tee include Frankie Crcaier, Milly
Jackson, Dorrie Johnson, Claire Wilkens, Bettie Hellbaum, Rosemary
Stradcr, Laurie Marshall, Pearl
Steiner, Connie Slater, and Wilma-lu
Caw ley.

CHAPERONES

The patrons and patronesses "who
will be along are Dr. and Mrs. Her
bert Welch, Miss Mae Shaw and
guest, and Miss Elen Deering, TK's
housemother.
1
Among the many couples who will
turn out in full spirits to enjoy the
evening's capers will be Margaret
Stimmann, Rod Branson; Claire
Sandrock, Bill Hanson; Frankie
Crozier, Jimmy Coke; Doris Wudell,
Wally Campodonico; Barbara Orr,
Frank Pierson; Kay Secara, Paul
Craven; Pinky Wilkens, John White;
Anita Perry, Jack Hanner; Bettie
Hellbaum , Seeley Gilfilen; Jeanie
Justin, Murral Dill; Dolores Costa,
Kenny Sawyer; Frances Bocek, Ted
Clark; Laurie Marshall, Harry Ham
mer; Jean Grant, Charles Reeves;
Betty Herrick, Gale Klusemeyer; Lois
Thornton, Ken Lcedom, Milly Jack
son, Sterling Nickolayson; Connie
Slater, George Ford; Virginia Madson, Charles Sante; Pearl Steiner,
Gene Harter; Wilma-lu Cawley, Har
vey Coan.

Women's Hall Has
First Meeting of
Alumni Club
Sunday afternoon, the first meet
ing of a newly formed club for the
alumnae was held at Women's Hall.
The club was organized during the
Spring semester of this year with
Phyllis Bobba, who has since resign
ed as president, Nanci West, vicepresident ; Cora Russell, secretary,
and Marian Combs, treasurer.
Mrs. R. A. Brady and members of
the house acted as hostesses. The
afternoon's entertainment was pro
vided by Margaret Beatty and Wi
nona Barber who each presented mon
ologues, and Carol Duttle who sang
two numbers, "American Lullaby" by
Gladys Rich, and "Homing," by Te
resa Del Riego, accompanied on the
piano by Frances Williams.

Louis Goodman
GOLD & SILVERSMITH
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Qocks, Silverware

Good-Luck Wedding Ring
House

218 East Main Street

A

--L-

n

ir.

fet dinner last Wednesday.
The dinner, followed a Mexican
theme, was given at the home of Miss
Lorraine Knoles, faculty advisor of
the group. New officers are: Connie
Yarbrough, president; Phyllis Magnuson, vice president; Carol Hannah,
treasurer. Plans were made for the
opening rush tea.
An Armistice Day theme predom
inated at the informal tea on Wednes
day. Decoration and appointments
were all read, white and blue. Guests,
dressed in school clothes, were greet
ed at the door by the president, Miss
Yarbrough, and presented to Miss
Knoles.
The function was given at the
home of Mrs. G. A. Werner on
Knoles Way. Committees for the
affair were headed by Roberta Smith,
food; Evelyn Gove, decorations;
Carol Hannah, entertainment; Margretha Bahl and Mary Smith, invi
tations; Phyllis Magnuson, clean-up.
Miss Patty Pierce and Mrs. Werner
poured. Throughout the afternoon
Miss Hannah supplied incidental
piano music.

F

O

X

CALIFORNIA
'SPRINGTIME IN THE
ROCKIES"
and

THE LOVE OF
EDGAR ALLEN POE
Playing
SUNDAY

NOW PLAYING

SIERRA

THEATRE
INVISIBLE AGENT
and
GIVE-OUT SISTERS

What's Doing Tonight?
Let's Go to the

STOCKTON
ICERINK
Bring your Student Body
card for special rate

Lincoln at West Weber
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Settlement For Acute Cannery
Situation Remains Uncertain

IFF...HIKE
By DORIS WUDELL

Mr. Fenix Asks All Workers to
Turn in Equipment at Office
The long-standing problem regarding student pay in cannery
work showed little signs of being cleared-up this week.
However some outstanding progress has been made.
Mr. Robert Fenix in the Junior College office any time during his
office hours. It is imperative that '
everything is returned, including
badges, regardless of the condition
it may be in.

NAME LIST
A list of names of those students
turning in their apparatus will be
made and turned over to Mr. Ford,
public relations officer for Flotill can
ning Company. Through this tabu
lation, refund checks remunerating
the students for the deductions made
for use of the equipment will be is
sued.
Refund checks and pay for the last
week of work will be issued through
Mr. Fenix. He will post the dates
these will be available on the bulle
tin board. Students should watch it
in order to eradicate congestion at
Mr. Fenix's office caused by students
asking about these matters.

INFO BOARD
A special bulletin board will be
placed outside of Room 101 for the
occupational councilor. It will con
tain announcements of new job open
ings for students, dates for receiving
cannery checks ad information revelent to work.
There is still a plea for college men
to work four-hour shifts at the
United States Army Engineers Office
at Lathrop; the Holding and Reconsignment Depot at Lathrop and the
Stockton Quartermaster Supply De
pot in Stockton. The men are needed
to load and reload army equipment,
drive trucks and do other types of
cannery checks and information revelent to work.

ARCHITES WELCOME
ALUMNI A M I D
DECORATIONS

Amidst colorful decorations, alum
ni of Alpha Kappa Phi flocked thru
the fraternity house over the week
end during Archania's 88th Annual
Homecoming.

VICTORY THEME
The decorations carried a Victory
theme, as a big V was placed over
Archania's Service Bell, on which
are inscribed the names of the alum
ni in the service of their country.
From the top of the flag pole flew
the Service flag with 65 stars stand
ing for the 65 members of Alpha
Kappa Phi in the armed forces.

Prices Will Be Higher; Travel
Facilities, Expenses to he P i

Beside the Bookshelf—Monday
-3:45-4:00.
00
Pacific Previews — Tuesday —
The wide,sweep of Santa Cruz Bay will for the
3:45-4:00.
second
Round About—Tuesday—9:50- be the setting for the Asilomar Conference this yeai-S
10:00.

Students who still have cannery equipment may return it to

Asilomar Conference Is Agaj
Planned For Santa Cruz Bay

ference meets from the afternoon of December ?f\ + 7

Children's Hour — Thursday — of January 2.
5:15-5:30.
Mergenthwirker's Lobblies —
Thursday 1— 9:30-10:00.

*

PACIFIC
MUSIC

Wednesday had been declared a
holiday at the radio studio this com
ing week due to Armistice Day.
However, Mr. Crabbe mentioned to
me that there are plans afoot to do
a special show at the regular Radio
Stage time. The show is entitled
"Oh, Brother Man" will be sung
"They Ruined Their Books" by
in
Chapel next Tuesday as a request
Archibald MacLeish. It is a story
about the famous Nazi book purge in by the chapel committee; Mr. Bodley
Germany. That will be at 9:30 on says that the choir is thrilled at being
Wednesday night.
able to sing it again, as it was the
Don't forget Mr. Mergenthwirker's
Lobblies each Thursday night at 9:30.
This week is the second shqw in this
13 weeks series.

most called for number in last year's
repertoire, being sung also at the
chapel dedication.
The composition which has been
written since the war began, by Har

The studio has just made a great old Darke, organist and oratorial di
discovery. We have another Jimmy rector in London, deals with brother
FIGHTERS GONE
Durante in our midst. He goes unhood and
of
,
ai.u peace. The
± nc flumber
nuiuuer is oi
Many of these Archites, fighting der the assumed name of Jack Han-. • .
. ,
interest
knowing
about
the
man
who
ner
in the far corners of the globe, could
not return to their old. stamping
I wrote it. He is quiet and unassum
ground, but the house was full with
ing and on every opportunity directs
All of us in the radio studio are
those alumni who could possibly
singing
groups in bomb shelters, durvery pleased with the interest and
make it. And so the alumni, mem
response we are getting from the [ ing air raids, etc.
bers, and new pledges of Alpha Kap
radio shows being presented by the
pa Phi joined together in celebrat
students.. However, we would like
Mr. Bacon continues his peri-pateing the football game, in talking over
to see more of you over at the studio.
tic lecture recital series activities. He
old times, and enjoying themselves
It is open to the student public and
in general as another College of Pa
gives a lecture recital for the Tulare
we are always glad to have you sit
cific Homecoming came to a close
Women's Club next Tuesday after
in on a broadcast. Come over and
noon, the subject being "The Place
get acquainted. The studio really is
of Music—In a War Torn World."
an interesting place.

ERIKA MANN
ADVOCATES
MILITARISM

T "d *-- ~^t

t b e

the

Prices wtll be slightly hif,he
t
year because of the war A
delegates will have to pool £
tat.on expenses because of t
PO-n^
ty of using Private cars
will be used instead.
It is planned to have two d
one for opening night and ot
New Year's eve. There win
be all types of games in the n
tional line during the conferee,

RELIGIOUS SESSIONS
An entirely new approach „
used this year on the Asilomar
gram. The entire conference
be built around small seminar
sessions meeting each morning |
ed to 20 students each; these sem
will explore "areas of uncerta
or problems upon which the defej
are not sure of themselves.
These seminars will be unna
and untitled, unrestricted as coi
of discussion so that each group
be able to bring up the ideas it
siders the most important.

TOPICS PLANNED
Topics to be presented to the
tire conference group as "spr;
boards" to discussions will be "1
ing in the City," "Living in
Country", "Living Without Disti
tions", "Life, Liberty and the Pun
of Business", "Living Co-operati
ly as Preparation for a Dura
Peace".
Invited to the conference to p
ticipate as leaders are Dr. Wal
Meudler, Professor of Religion, US
Dr. Mendenhall, President of Wl
tier College, Dr. Day, pastor of t
First Methodist Church of Pasade
and a mediator for the war-lab
board, Dr. Elton Trueblood, Cha
lain of Stanford University, 31
many other well known educate:
Others are hoped to be obtain:
before the conference starts in a
tion to those mentioned.

ro
an announcement for you of the
weeks ago, is now stationed at Stock
opening dates of Pacific Symposium.
ton Field, where it is reported that
XMAS WORK
It is scheduled to take the air this
(Continued, from Page 1 )
he will also be the organist.
Mr. Fenix is taking applications for "The young Germans are humans month. Some very interesting scripts
work at the post office during the who are not human. They are differ are being prepared by the students
Christmas holidays now. He will give ent from other mankind," she quot on current subjects
Trudging down the hall in- the
students applying for these jobs an ed.
Conservatory last week, carrying a
introduction to the officials at the LOST GENERATION
If last Wednesday any of you guys I ScTt whrTT T' T HefSheI
post-office and will arrange for an
was
Because of the education of the and gals around Fraternity or Soror nff f' i • a °rme mc
*
y 0r b0ror 1 off for his first
appointment with them.
~ trumpet lesson with CONTACT MEMBERS
"lost generation" of Germany, as she ity Circles were alarmed by the roar
At present, there are many oppor described the present young people of a ferocious lion which seemed to Mr. Gordon.
The Student Contact Conunitte
tunities for both men and women of Germany, we must defeat the Axis be prowling around near the radio
for Asilomar on the College o
1
for work in retail stores and in other completely.
studio, do not be alarmed. The
Don't forget that November 17th cific campus are: Norman Clay
branches of merchandising.
"We must not depend on air pow sound you heard was not the roar of is the date for the Pi Kappa Lambda chairman; Daisy Toy, Charles a
er," she declared, "we must fight and Gilmore, but just Al Larner and jrad-recital November 24, Conser Dick Pcderson, Connie Slater,
MORE DATA?
Pearl. Steiner and .
destroy their war machine. There Chuck Broadhurst playing with the vatory Orchasera Concert.
Fisher, *
Further information regarding partSill. These students may be
will never be a revolution in Germany sound effects for Radio Stage.
time work may be obtained from
tacted for further information
until the War is over, and then it
Mr. Fenix, himself.
will only be the collapse of Germany.
cerning the conference.
We must not be fooled by such
In addition there is a's0_a.L
War has put a crimp in housing psuedo-revolt. First we must defeat
leadership committee of 0
Pacific students composed ot
at Northwestern University. Girls them, then we must rebuild, care
reC.
crowded into sorority dormitories fully and slowly. Freedom from fear
Fellersen, in charge
uims- of
—
,,
Here is your chance to be an ar-I picffi^^TstratW ^7
Norman Clayton, in charge o
have been moved into two Evanston will be the most important thing, for
ist
s
•strattrod-on-Avon
and
tist's
model.
hotels.
the other freedoms follow in its wake.
ship service, and Marion
other English scenes connected
wuucciea with
witJ
Men and women students are need rn .• , ~
charge
of piano
We can be sure Japan will not be
English literature, at the Social Eveserious problem, nor Italy—poor ed for posing before the art classes.
eve8
,.TEnglish majors, Monday
Italy, but Germany will continue to As a rule the modeling will be done
N°Vember 9- at « o'clock, in
SAVE YOURSELF
And
in
regular
school
clothes.
be dangerous. They can never be
Anderson Hall.
trusted."
TIME AND TROUBLE
The posing will be done before the
r
lsoP and Miss Breniman will
a,f ; °
New Stock of
INTERNATIONAL POLICE
Tuesday and Wednesday evening art
r'eS °f ** ™
England°
Let us send your magazine sub
fiction, non-fictio*
Miss Mann advocated the forma classes and forty cents an hour will
tion of an International League after be paid.
scriptions this year — lowest
lans will bc discussed for future
CHILDREN 'S B°°**
the war with a strong police force,
Those
Price guaranteed. Let us order
U
IA
'"b^ested
in
modeling meetings of Engnsh majors through.
_ RENTAL LIBRAR^
especially air force. The league will should see Professor Robert
those Christmas books. Do it
Rey out the coming year.
Hours 10 A.M. to T*
include only those countries who are nolds in Weber Hall
6 Dashie11 's in charge of arnow! Remember the transporta
GEORGE LESITNE
ran!"
willing to actively participate in it.
tion systems, even the mails, are
""fr6;'5' A11 Students interested
However, no country will be refused
2101 Pacific Ave»£
m attending this meeting, please give
somewhat delayed these days—
admission except the Fascist coun
Stockton, Cal^3
M'SS Dashiel1 at the
tries. Only those countries who con
earlIT*
So don't wait until a few days
earliest opportunity.
tribute will get protection which will
The art department needs two
before Christmas.
be too strong t oignore. The policy NYA workers who can help type and
of the League should be not Non file art material and who can prepare

Pictures of English
(Scenes Sh wn

Want to Be a
Model? Look

The Bookmark

Art Needs Workers

•

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

intervention, but Collective Security. 7 7 , 7

eXhibitS

'

Those

interest-

ed shou d see Professor Charlotte
be too strong to ignore. The policy Spalteholz of the art department.

TOTAL PEACE

this war," she concluded, hopefully,
but it would be even stranger if
we have to go through another 20
years from now. It would be suicide
to trust blindly again. The people of

Mam & £1 Dorado
Phone 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite
Fhone 2-5143

CUB

HOUSE

Operated by

Associated Women's Students
FOUNTAIN SERVICE and sandwic^
At All Hours
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Sports X pert
Forecasts A
Shocker

SLAUGHTER
PICKS
STANFORD
By CLARE

SLAUGHTER

t week Stanford dropped its
. . rU.
T
r* TL. A.
A Hby
-17 a
n 11T-rY«
with
C.
large

ONBACK

Boyarsky, Watson, Minetto
Star In Inspired Game

Fresno, Pacific Contest
Editorially Reviewed

which now definitely leaves
f'^niins as everybody's favorite By LEROY CHRISMAN
Upset Predicted:
the Coast Conference Championfor
Army will beat Notre Dame to
shipmorrow—that's my belief and I'll
The Bruins will win their game
stick by it. Army will win be
|his week against the University of
cause they've got a fighting spirit,
Oregon eleven.
and they'll never quit — even
California will pull one out of the
• (, and beat the Trojans this com though Notre Dame has the heav
ier team and the stronger line.
ing week-end.
MORE PICKS
Stanford will have a tough time
Additional quickies: Cal. over U.
when the Indians meet the Washing
ton Huskies, but may come out on S. C. by a Jerk., Pacific handily over
Cal. Aggies, Fresno St. to lose to
the top side of the score.
The Tigers are set for a victory U. S. F., Stanford to go down before
the more complete versatility of
when the team meets Cal. Aggies in
Washington.
Woodland.
Here's a sidelight of the ArmyFresno will trounce the Nevada
Notre Dame game. Jim Kelleher,
Wolfs on Saturday, but may be beat
playing right end for Army would
en on Armistice Day by the Univer
be playing for Navy it it hadn't
sity of San Francisco for their first
been for the untimely death of his
defeat of the season.
brother who was enrolled in the Mili
13
tary Academy at West Point. Jim
Stanford
7
transferred from Annapolis to take
Washington
his brother's place, and has become
21
one of the greatest pass receivers in
V. C. L. A.
0
cadet history. That's what is meant
Oregon
by Army spirit.
20
Sidelights of the Pacific-Fresno
Pacific
7
State game:
Cal Aggies
PROUD PACIFIC
Every Pacific player did proud by
27
Santa Clara
himself. The shifting defense with
7
Loyola
one man pulling out of the line was
an outstanding piece of strategy,
20
California
which almost won for us. Magnificent
13
U. S. C.
performances were put out by Willis
Boyarsky, Johnny Brusa, Jih Wat
34
Fresno
son, Earl Klapstein and Bill John
Nevada
7
son. One of the U. S. F. scouts in
the stands complimented Bill with the
34
Ohio State
statement: "That number 18's a real
Pittsburg
0
player.". Yes, there were a lot of
good boys in that game; the best of
Illinois
14
them all with Jackie Fellows, with
Northwestern
7
(Continued on Page 8)
Notre Dame
20
Army
14
San Jose
San Diego

38
0

Washington State
Michigan State

21
12

Kalamazoo
Albion

6
00

NOVEMBER 11
Fresno
U. S. F.

20

Pacific

14

19

6

Coast Guard

DANCING
Wednesday — Saturday

TRIANON

GROCERIES
POULTRY

VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI
aerican

and Channel

HEART OF CITY
HAS FAVORED
REVIEWING

Slowed down by a spirited Tiger defense, the Fresno
State Bulldogs were badly befuddled as they went for only
two touchdowns in defeating the College of Pacific 13-0 last
Saturday in Baxter Stadium before a small Homecoming
crowd.
The high-scoring Bulldogs, who had been picked by sports
writers to win by at least four touchdowns, saw their high-scoring
average slipping away from them as there were repeatedly thrown
Johnny Brusa—Key onback in back by the Tigers. The half ended with Fresno scoreless and
with only two first downs.
Stagg's offensive.

+FELLOWS GETS HOT

KJELOSEN'S HOOP TEAM
ROUNDS INTO FORM
Rhizites Are
Volley Ball
Champions

to see—and enjoy.

JOHNNIE'S MEAT MARKET
2112 PACIFIC AVENUE
IN BLACKS

Chris Kjeldsen's embryonic
basketball squad began its evo
lution last week as practice se
lections began to take on order
and players began turning out
regularly.

The team that is slated to be Paaccording to the youthful mentor,
Intramural volley ball wound up rough-and-tumble, unpolished, and
not even ready for scrimmages yet,
this week with Rhizomia as the unplaced on a definite team.
defeated champions and leader in
NO TEAMS YET
total points for all competition thus
It has been definitiely stated that
far.
no squad members have as yet been
The Rhizites won three games in two in average height.
volley ball from Omega Phi, Ar- Kjeldsen has a total squad of 60
chania and' the Dorm, totaling SS players—40 in a night class and
points. Second in volley ball com twenty more in the afternoon class.
petition was Omega Phi with 35 He plans, as the season progresses to
points; third, Archania with 30 take those in the night class who
points, and fourth was Men's Hall show ability and exceptional pro
with 25 points.
gress and put them in the day class.
In tennis compeition which is not
Conversely he intends to put
yet completed, Archania leads with those in the day class • who do
8 points.
not shape up back into the night
class.
VOLLEY BALL RESULTS:

Rrizomia-Omega
Phi
(15-12),
(15-13).
Archania-Dorm 15-13), (15-8).
Rhizomia-Dorm (15-2), (15-4).
(Continued from Page 1)
Omega Phi-Archania( 15-7), (15-7).
pathies for the mistreated Deck seem
Rhizomia-Archania (15-2), (16-15),
wasted in emotion in the final, too- (15-2).
stupendous scene. Barbara Baxley s
Omega Phi-Dorm (15-5), (15-1).
misfit adoration leads her out of the
picture in this over-acted scene also. TENNIS RESULTS
Omega Phi defeated Dorm in 3
LITTLE PEOPLE
matches.
Chorine Elinor Sizelove, the reci
Archania defeated Manor in 3
pient of most of'the play's "dirty
matches.
digs", does a commendable job in
Rhizomia defaulted to West Town
her first Pacific effort. Her Helen-of—2 matches.
Troy and fur-cape lines wowed .every
Manor defaulted to Dorm—2
one.
Always important, the "little peo
West Town defeated Omega Phi
ple" helped put the show across with in one singles and the doubles match.
excellent performances. Outstanding
Rhizomia defaulted to Archania—
was Marcellyn Battilana as the en
3 matches.
thusing maid. To Sally Rinehart
goes siren honors for her bit with TOTAL STANDINGS
55
Rhizomia
the English Army.
40
Omega
Phi
Big sisters Lucy Harding and Dons
38
Archania
Wudel added to the general British
28
Dorm
atmosphere. Supporting cast mem
6
West
Town
bers completed their tasts well.
0
Manor
PLAY TO SEE

Except for the final
over-acted
scene—which seemed to leave too
many people smirking—and the heart
beat monotony of the up-down move
ment on the dressing room stairway,
the play was well received.
Not exceptional, but a production

Tigers Hold Valiantly,
But Fresno Wins 13-0

Sparked by the rapid-fire passing
and rabbit speed of quarterback
Jackie Fellows, the Bulldogs scored
their first touchdown, in the third
quarter on a pass play to Jack Pattee.
Another touchdown was picked up
in the fourth quarter when Mickey
Masini drove the ball over from the
Pacific one-yard fine.
In the middle of the third
period the Bulldogs found them
selves on their own 20 still
without a score. Fellows chanc
ed to pass on a third down and
found a receiver in Jim Molich
who carried the ball to the 42yard stripe before being swarm
ed under by the Tiger secondary.
A second pass to Molich gained
28 more yards and put the Bull
dogs in Pacific territory.

PASSES DO IT
For several plays the Bengals stop
ped the sustained drive, Willie Boy
arsky knifing in to keep Fellows from
running the ball to a touchdown at
this point.
However, a third pass—going this
time to left end Vern Humphrey—
was good enough to move the ball
to the Tiger 5. Again calling a pass
play, Fellows placed the ball neatly
in the hands of Jack Pattee in the
end zone for the score. Roy Renfro's try for extra point went wide
BIG BOYS
A second Bulldog threat in the
Even by mid-season standards third period was halted after
Kjeldsen's team has immense poten going 48 yards in two plays when
tialities.
Clint Ward intercepted one of
Fellows' passes and ran it up to
He can put a team of basketballers on the court averaging
the Tiger 30.
six feet four inches in height— LONG RUNS
surpassing last year's king-sized
In the opening minutes of the final
Stanford Indians by a hair.
quarter, Fellows again opened up
His first string team will not—in when he carried the ball for a 25any circumstances be under six feet yard gain to the Bengal 39. A pen
two in average eight.
alty for two many time outs against
the Tigers advanced the ball another
SCHEDULE PROBLEM
Thus far no games have as yet five» yards.
been definitely scheduled. However,
Two passes, one to Humphrey
Kjeldsen has received letters from the and one to Pattee, placed the
Cal Aggies, San Jose State, Chico Bulldogs on the 17. Fellows,
State, San Francisco State and Saint again running the ball, broke
Mary's Pre-Flight saying that they loose and went to the one-yard
desire games and asking him tto set line before he was stopped. Full
the dates.
back Masini carrying the ball
Kjeldsen himself has -written to for the first time all afternoon,
dove over for the extra yard
teams like Stanford, University of
which tallied another six points.
California, University of San Fran
Renfro added the extra point.
cisco, Saint Mary's College itself,
Santa Clara University, and others. JACKIE IS STAR
The afternoon class has been
taking regular, severe Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday work
outs. They have lately been
concentrating on the inimitable
Kjeldsen offensive executions.

Next Monday Basketball compe
tition will begin with games sched
uled between West Town and East
Town; Manor and Termites. Each
team must have at least eight men
No scrimmages are planned for
signed by Friday, November 6, in
order to be placed on the schedule. several weeks. Actual intra-squad
competition will be confined to halfSign-up sheets are to be found on
court offense and defense maneuvers.
the bulletin boards in the Gym and
Daily practice will begin as
Administration building.
soon as football season is over.

The date of the first game—
Jean Thielicke, medical tech junior
College
of Pacific Alumni—has
at University of Minnesota, didn't
know the meaning of the term 'date' not yet been set.
when she arrived from Melbourne
University in Australia as a trans
Eighty per cent of the men in the
fer student.
new freshman class of the University
of Michigan's college of literature,
The senior class at Saint Mary-of- science and the arts have been en
the-Woods college, Indiana, boasts 4 rolled in mathematics or physics
it

Remaining in the game for the ex
tra sixty minutes, Fellows ran up a
total of 285 yards gained from scrim
mage both by running and passing..
The net gain for,the afternoon was
less than what Fellows made by him
self, as his temmates lost more than
they gained.
Although the Bengals managed to
hold the Bulldogs to their lowest
score this season, they lacked an of
fensive attack which might have given
them the game.
Pacific's main
thrust was through the center—Klap
stein with the ball.
The spectacular kicking of
Armando Minetto; John Brusa's
kickoff returns, and the great de
fense set up by Tiger linemen,
Willie Boyarsky, Jim Watson,
Jim Lyons, and Bob Lynch, kept
Pacific from being overwhelmed
Hv the tmiteri Frftsno team.
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Varsity Is Heavily Favon
Against Ags Tomorrow

KLAPSTEIN IS HARD
HITTING FULLBACK
Lodian Has Much Varied
History In Football

Mustangs Have Poor Record
But Are Pointing to Game

jHeaded for Victory
The Tigers will win a game this

Our Tigers take on the Cal-aggie Mustangs tomo
Earl Klapstein has played just about every position on a foot week, and we can say this with
noon in Woodland—all set to take the fifteenth st °1°W
safety.
ball team a man possibly could.
1 v
It's been a long time since the Cal in the long series.
At Lodi High School he was an all-conference center for sev
Aggies have defeated an aggrega
The Aggies have fared ill in the past and are slated
eral years. The Flames turned out,.
tion from the College of Pacific and ill-er tomorrow according to comparative dope. In the' h'^
championship teams in those days
this is not their year to change the
set-up. The Mustangs have a small
schedule and with lack of experience,
running power, and a tight defense
they will lost in an oblivion.
If Jim Watson and Willie Boyarsky can show the same fight Satur
day as they displayed in the Fresno
game last week, there will be noth
ing to worry about as far as defense
is concerned. We do not mean that
these two are the only ones who
made brilliant tackles in last week's
game, but they did play outstanding
foatball and the best game of their
career.

and Klapstein was fifty per cent of
their defense. It wouldn't be stretch
ing it too much to say ninety per cent.
When he graduated from the Grape
City high school, they lost one of
their greatest ball player.
STOCKTON'S GAIN
However, Lodi's loss was Stock
ton jaysee's gain. He played for
Coach Doug Dashiell for two years
at center. Here he was still just as
great a mainstay. He backed up
the line brilliantly. Few backs pierc
ed that Cub line for lengthy gains
when he was in there.

WINGMAN

dium.
Humboldt State is also i„
conference, but the war
kept them from maintaining
tercollegiate competition
year.

The Tiger backs also displayed
plenty of fight and had their plays
moving with'more precision than we
have seen all season. Saturday they
should make these plays go places
against a weak Aggie team. Brusa
should carry the ball back to a touch
down when he takes a Cal Aggie Clare Slaughter—senior, and passkickoff the way he did against Fres snatcher, highest scoring Tiger
lineman.
no.
With Minetto kicking the pigskin
around the way he did against the
Bulldogs, the Mustangs should never
get past the fifty-yard stripe. Minet
to got one punt off Saturday which
traveled seventy yards In the air and
this is what we call real punting.
Earl Klapstein will get through
the line Saturday in Woodland and
when he reaches the secondary he
will do some mean running before he
can be stopped.

have amassed - mere rarely
1m
against the College of PaciJli

FWC CONTEST
The contest is the second
the two-game Far Western S
ence schedule. The TigersJ
this year—have beaten Chicot
in a one-sided affair in Baxter'

Tiger Backs

In 1941 he moved up to the College
of Pacific vasity. But the Tigers had
too many good centers so Mr. Klap
stein was converted into a tackle by handed pick up needed first downs
Mr. Stagg. He made the Tiger line
on just his ow npower many times.
a stone wall, too.
• This season he has played but one
FULLBACK
position, fullback. He hasn' tmade
He is 6 feet even in height and
any 100-yard runs but he has made
weights 205 pounds. Every ounce
of this is always used to the fullest dozens of small gains. Small gains
advantage by Earl. Because he is of three and four yards a crack and
big and because he is fast, Stagg they are the ones that count.
experimented with him a fullback BACKS UP LINE
last season. In his first game at this
He has also been backing up the
position he intercepted a pass and line this season. Against Fresno
ran 103 yards for a touchdown Saturday he really backed up that
against the Cal Ramblers. That run great Tiger line. He was in there
brought his future cracks at playing all the time.
fullback. Whenever the Tigers needed
He is a senior and his next fight
a few quick yards last year, Klap ing position will be as an officer in
stein was moved out of the line to the United States Marine Corps. He
the backfield. He would single- will make it a fighting position, too.

•series the Mustangs have'

Coast Guard Is
Tiger Foe
Armistice Day
Playing three games in eight
days the Tigers will meet the
U. S. Coast Guard eleven in Bax
ter Stadium next Wednesday af
ternoon for their last appear
ance before Pacific rooters.

The Farmers' record this;
ismeodicre. They have not i
any tough opponents and tl
showing against the insignific
football powers have beennc
ing to note.
THE DOPE BUCKET
They were beaten 19-0 by the
fornia Rambler team that helds
motion Tigers to a 0-0 tie her
Baxter Stadium early last montl
They were soundly thrasl
by their conference rivals I
Chico Wildcats—the same te.
that floundered
and fumbl
their way to defeat against I
Staggmen in October.
QUINEA PIGS
They were only able to score i
touchdowns against a Stockton Mr
Base Commando team that his t
knocked around to many high-t
quency scoring tunes during the y
and against whom Pacific scored
rapid-fire touchdowns in a to
scrimmage held during practice ho
a month ago.
To name a few.
But the ledger is not as wh
bright as it may seem.
The Mustangs will field a stea
improving ball-club in Woodland
morrow afternoon.
WOODLAND TILT
The Pacific game is the big«
the year for the Farmers an
point to it perennially, in fad
nally. A large contingent of «
coming Alumni is expected to,*,
the battle which begins at
Woodland.

Clint Ward was another Tiger
back who did some damage in the
Fresno game and if any loose passes
come his way, he may intercept them
and carry them back for Bengal TOUGH TO BEAT
scores.
While not a strong team the Coast
Guardsmen will be tough to beat. The
All Satisfied
St. Mary's Pre-flight team downed
All said and done, everyone was the Coast Guard team by the same
well satisfied with the outcome of the score which they defeated the Tigers
game with Fresno State . The score in their opening game.
was the same as last year, and then
Last week the Spartan eleven
the Bulldogs didn't have Jackie Fel went for only nine points against
lows, nor did they have the "Phan this team which is not so good
tom Four". Yes, they were all in
when compared with the Pacificthere pitching Saturday—even those San Jose game, score.
sitting on the bench.
OPENER
After witnessing the gridiron battle
The Sea Lions opened their season
Saturday,
we
were
wondering
whether the Bulldogs had been over by dropping a game to the San Fran
rated or the Tigers were just be cisco Packer team by a score of 7-6.
ginning to show their teeth. It was fn this game the Guardsmen showed
probably the latter and those teeth that they had the makings of an ex
(Continued from PW»
cellent team.
looked mighty sharp.
Whirlwind"
Boyarsky
However, • it didn't look like Fel
The Coast Guard team is
a
close
second.
lows was over-rated. He pulled his
coached by Lieutenant J. J. 'Joe'
NO OFFENSE
,
team out of a hole which looked
Verducci, University of CaliLooking at the game »
bad for the Bulldogs for almost
grad. who played under
Fresno State deserved
^
three-quarters of game. The most
Bill Ingram in 1931 to 1933. He
no had a sustained offen
sensational play of the game was
is assisted by Tom Rice, George
acl
Pacific did not. The P
when Fellows faded to pass and was
Arabian and Jens Bugge, all
consisted
of Klapstein, a P
nearly swarmed under by a host of
whom were stars at their re
prayer—without
a Pas*" ^
Tigers. Before he had time to wind spective universities. They also
With
a
passer
on tn
Pmy on the team.
up, he through a pass down the field
fic
might
have
won ^
with no receiver in mind which went SINGLE WING ATTACK
Fresno's Pass defen
far over the heads of both his team
The Sea Lions use a single wing
too brilliant, and
mates and Tiger backs.
ernating with a spread formation.
pass receivers.
ley also employ a short punt and a
Compete—Win War
DON'T ASK WHY
„
variety of shifts.
Coaches Kjeldsen and Jackson have
Unfortunately, the ^ j
Outstanding for the Guardsmen are
finally gotter their Intramural pro
passers were on tn
^ ve,
ni!i
/aynCS' 208 pound halfback from Camicia out because
gram well under way and are anxious
. jt
Oklahoma, and Howard Taft, also a
to see all those not participating in
ankle, and Gene Moll*
halfback, from Glendale, Calif.
some intercollegiate sport out for the
don't ask why!
variety of sports which their pro
—j
gram has to offer. One sure way
House operations,
to help your country in time of war
telephone, laundry a" ^tern'1
Anyone who is interested in taking
is to stay in good physical shape. We
resent 9.2 per cent o ,jtures, '
feel that all those who are in a hurry P ctures for pay for the art depart sorority chapter exPe
to win the war should do some body ment should see Richard Reynolds, vey shows.
;h
professor of art.
building outside of the two sports
^ un'vet
New dean of Drak® ""'(Rotf
which are now compulsory. It has
Research in methods of storing l^crp. of oharmacy ~ pf 3
been proven that tra;„„a -n.,

Sports X-pert
Forecasts Games

"I never saw a fighting man who
didn't cherish the very thought of
a pause with Coca-Cola. That
goes for workers in fac
tories, too. Ice-cold Coke
is something more than
the drink that answers
thirst. It adds the feel of
refreshment.
"In war, Uncle Sam re
stricts the supply. But
there's still enough for
many refreshing pauses.'
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